I'm interested in learning more about how the Community Health Workers became involved with WellShare and what types of projects they focus on both domestically and internationally. “

-Trisha

Trisha is a rising junior at the University of Minnesota – Twin Cities studying Economics with minors in Public Health and Political Science. She is a teaching assistant for a Public Health course and discovered WellShare after two of WellShare’s community health workers (CHWs) came and spoke to her class on child spacing. WellShare’s presentation was one of Trisha’s favorites and motivated her to reach out and get involved with WellShare.

Trisha is a part-time intern this summer assisting in a wide variety of communications, development, and design tasks for WellShare. She has helped create and update WellShare’s impact sheets, volunteer profiles, and blog posts.

On campus Trisha is also involved with the Admissions Ambassadors (tour guides) and the College of Liberal Arts Student Board.